
farOpen Art Trail 2022
2ND-10TH JULY 2022

Please check opening days and times in the brochure for each studio you’re 

intending on visiting as these vary between artists 

Sign up for live events, updates and artist info via our website

Group Exhibition at Dean Heritage Museum 25th June - 10th July Open Daily 10:30 - 15:30

16

Route Planners have been designed to help you map out your journey 
to visit studios within close proximity to each other and include nearby 

cafes or pubs to collect your brochure & pause for refreshments

LOOK FOR THESE SIGNS AT EACH LOCATION



The diversity of artists on this journey is very exciting! 
If you’d like to extend this route, you can travel on to May Hill (Route J) which will 

bring you back full circle to Hartpury. With plenty of cafes to stop at along the 
way, you can certainly make a full day of it!

farOpen Art Trail 2022 
July 2nd-10th

ROUTE PLANNER K:  STUDIOS 6, 32, 5, 10
HARTPURY, GLOUCESTER, MINSTERWORTH, CHURCHAM

Issi Lammas, Georgie Dowling, Jess Rayson, Laura Nicolson, Deborah Harrison Sculpture, 

Art@Oaktree - Sarah McHale, Leigh Sladen Glass

You’re warmly invited to stop for refreshments & collect your brochure with full 
artist directory from the following places along this route: The Fernery @ Leaf 
Creative (Huntley), Fairview Gardener (Birdwood)

At Studio 31, artist Issi Lammas takes inspiration from the natural world and local landscape 
using recycled materials and non-toxic printmaking techniques to create beautiful, atmospheric 
prints and mixed media images. The flora and fauna of the Severn Vale and the topography of 
May Hill and the Malverns are regular features in her artwork.

Please check each artist’s opening hours on their directory page to ensure you can visit in that order 
on any particular day. For any change to times or live events happening, please subscribe to our 

mailing list and follow us on Instagram and Facebook. 

Group Exhibition at Dean Heritage Museum 25th June - 10th July Open Daily 10:30 - 15:30



Sharing Issi’s space Studio 31 is fellow artist Georgie Dowling who works with thick strokes 
of paint applied with a palette knife to create simple shapes, highlighting flashes of colour and 
other defining details that stood out to her. Inspired by the British landscape, she works quickly 
with marks which are spontaneous and impulsive. She embraces ‘happy accidents’ and enjoys 
the life that can be seen in a painting when the artist works instinctively, sourcing colours and 
shapes that give her a sense of place. She’s fascinated by the relationship between the natural 
and man-made lines and forms in the landscape and how the two come together to create 
a harmonious aesthetic. She finds herself drawn to the patterns of trees and hedgerows or 
structures of walls and paths that define the shapes in our landscape. The resulting paintings 
are vibrant and striking with a tactile quality which brings them to life off the surface.

Printmaker Jess Rayson is also sharing Studio 31. Working mostly with lino, she designs 
and carves her own blocks to create original repeat patterns onto fabric. She prints 
everything by hand, loving the subtle variations this process produces giving everything she 
makes its own unique charm.   Taking inspiration from nature, her designs include anything 
from the veg she grows on her allotment, to the birds that visit her garden. She enjoys 
transforming her textile designs into useful products for the home, from tea towels and 
bags, to cushions and lampshades. Come see for yourself and pick up a treasure.



Illustrator and painter Laura Nicholson is at Studio 31 too, reproducing the natural world in 
botanical form. She uses a variety of media on paper, including inks, gouache, watercolour 
and drypoint etching. Her fascination with nature has long been instilled within her works, 
which reflect the passing sessions and changing light throughout the year. 

Award winning international contemporary sculptor  Deborah Harrison at Studio 20 
specialises in stone. Her passion for stone began with a chance encounter with carving at an 
arts festival. She is now a full-time professional sculptor based at Gloucester City works; the 
site of an old shirt factory. She carves indoor and outdoor pieces from a wide variety of stones. 
Deborah works together with the stone’s shape, grain and colour until a kind of skin is reached 
and the piece takes on a life of its own. Influences on her work include human and organic 
forms, social justice and her faith. Her works combine abstract, figurative and the prophetic. 



From there, wind your way through to the beautiful grounds of Leigh Sladen Glass at 
Studio 37.  Much of her work is inspired by the colours, beauty and almost magical, calm 
atmosphere of the Isles of Scilly. She loves capturing  the pure and reflective waters and 
white sands in fused glass. She favours transparent glass and uses her imagination to work 
with a piece of glass and the patterns held within. In much of her work she uses tack fuse 
which keeps the texture of different layers of glass and finds that people often enjoy touching 
the glass. Many of her pieces are displayed to allow sunlight to pass through them, adding an 
extra dimension to the work. She also enjoys combining wood and glass in her larger pieces. 
A popular teacher, she runs a wide range of fused glass courses, all suitable for beginners. If 
you have time to continue, refer to Route J to find the next artists along in May Hill & Newent. 

A short drive on to Minsterworth you’ll reach Studio 10  where you can explore the work by 
Sarah McHale of Art@Oaktree who has been fascinated by the landscape since childhood.  
She’s especially drawn to a sense of place, its spirit being of more importance than the 
physical reality. Working in acrylic and ink, she responds to these observations through 
layering of the media and marks,  finding joy in the playful element of colour, creating rich 
and textured abstracts. She finds that the landscape promotes mindfulness and believes that 
being in touch with our environment supports a sense of calm even while becoming aware of 
our own insignificance within its forces. 

www.faropen.co.uk


